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PERUPETRO AND UNIPETRO SIGN NEW LICENSE CONTRACT FOR 

HYDROCARBONS EXPLOITATION IN BLOCK IX 

 Guarantee continuation of Oil Training Centre for Students 

 The company will pay royalties based on R Factor 

 

PERUPETRO S.A. and UNIPETRO ABC S.A.C. signed today a new License Contract for 

Hydrocarbons Exploitation in Block IX (Talara), which will allow thousands of Lima and 

Piura students continue to be trained as future oil engineers. 

Block IX, has been turned into an Oil Research and Development Centre, which makes it 

different from the other conventional contracts signed by PERUPETRO on behalf of 

Peruvian State.  

In 1993, UNIPETRO signed a Services Contract with PERUPETRO, and during 2013 it 

was extended for two more years.  

According to the new License Contract, UNIPETRO will pay a variable royalty rate within 

36 and 52 per cent, based on R factor. In case the basket price for measured oil is less to 

eighty dollars an adjustment factor of minus five percent points for each ten dollars of the 

basket price variation will be applied. However, royalty percentage never will be less than 

twenty percent. 

Block IX registers an average production of 192 barrels per day, having 107 drilled wells, 

80 in production and 27 still inactive.  

As part of the oil research and training program established in the contract, UNIPETRO 

shall perform oil research works during the three periods of the exploitation phase 

including: development of a project to implement a EOR experimental laboratory, analysis 

of products and materials required for the oil industry in Peru, environmental synergic 

impacts of oil exploitation in Talara, within other. 

UNIPETRO ABC S.A.C, is the only oil company in the country which is managed by a 

university, in this case, the National University of Engineering is the major shareholder.  
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